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Abstract 
 

 
Rapid and synchronous syncytial mitotic cycles without gap phases characterize 

the initial phase of Drosophila embryogenesis. Starting at cell cycle 10, incremental and 

progressive increases in S-phase duration lengthen these cycles, and an early 

transcriptional cascade that guides later events begins. After mitosis 13, an abrupt 

lengthening of S-phase, a dramatic increase in zygotic transcription, the first dependency 

on zygotic transcription, and onset of morphogenesis at cell cycle 14 mark the Mid 

Blastula Transition (MBT). These events in Drosophila are emblematic of animal 

embryos in general, which initiate embryonic patterning at gastrulation only after 

amplifying the number of nuclei to accommodate the disproportionately large cytoplasm 

of the fertilized egg. The transition from nuclear amplification stage to morphogenesis is 

relatively abrupt and is accurately timed. Efforts to determine the means of embryonic 

timing have dismissed models involving counting of cell cycles or counting of total 

number of cells and have focused on findings that modification of the nuclear to 

cytoplasmic ratio (N/C) influences timing in embryos of diverse species. The current 

model holds that the embryo must attain a critical N/C before initiating the MBT. While 

the coordination of the numerous MBT events is potentially complex, it is usually held 

that transcriptional activation at a threshold N/C activates the various processes. While 

the N/C clearly impacts the timing of early embryonic progression, it is less clear when or 

how it acts. We have tested a key component of the current model—that a threshold N/C 

is required at the time of the MBT. In our test, we arrest embryos in interphases before 

the MBT and assessed if these embryos advance to MBT stages. Here, we report that 
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embryos arrested at an N/C lower than that found at the MBT are capable of undergoing 

MBT events including zygotic transcription, cellularization, and gastrulation. 

Furthermore, we report that Grapes/Chk1, a regulator required for onset of MBT events, 

is not necessary for embryos to advance to MBT stages when cyclin:Cdk activity is 

down-regulated. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

An oviparous lifestyle, one in which eggs are deposited externally, is the most 

general and ancestral mode of animal development (reviewed in Wake et al., 2015). 

Development of an externally deposited egg must be autonomous, meaning that a single 

vulnerable cell must transform itself into a complex organism before it is capable of 

feeding and fending for itself. Furthermore, it is in the best interest of the embryo to do 

this as quickly as possible. While an egg is endowed with copious cytoplasm, having only 

one nucleus limits the speed at which the early embryo can support its own development, 

so evolution has selected for a developmental program in which a maternal program runs 

the initial rapid amplification of nuclei that comprise the embryo. This maternal program, 

however, cannot run forever and is thus terminated once the embryo has amplified its 

DNA sufficiently to take charge of its own development. This transition from rapid 

amplification to a slower, zygotically run developmental program is prevalent across the 

animal kingdom and is referred to as the Mid Blastula Transition (MBT) (Kobayakawa 

and Kubota, 1981; Newport and Kirschner, 1982ab; Mita, 1983; Mita and Obata 1984; 

Langelan and Whiteley, 1985; Foe and Alberts, 1983; Edgar et al. 1986; Kane et al. 

1993). 

 

In Drosophila, the MBT is defined after the embryo has gone through 13 

syncytial mitoses. These earlier syncytial cell cycles replicate the genome in 3.5 minutes 

(Blumenthal et al., 1974). The Drosophila embryo has high levels of cyclin:Cdk activity 

and only shows canonical cyclin:Cdk regulation at the MBT (Edgar and O’Farrell, 1989; 

Edgar et al. 1994; Edgar and Datar, 1996). The rapid cell cycles begin to gradually slow 
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at cell cycle 10, and then abruptly and dramatically slow during cell cycle 14, introducing 

a G2 phase for the first time.  

 

Early embryos are traditionally considered to be transcriptionally silent until the 

MBT. In Drosophila, though, expression of a special group of early zygotic transcripts 

begins during the gradually slowing cycles (McKnight and Miller, 1976; Edgar et al. 

1986; Pritchard and Schubiger, 1996; ten Bosch et al. 2006; Lott et al. 2011), however a 

dramatic increase in zygotic gene expression is seen at cycle 14, referred to as the zygotic 

genome activation (ZGA). Drosophila embryos cellularize their syncytial nuclei in cycle 

14 to form the blastoderm at the MBT, an event that requires zygotic gene expression 

(Edgar et al. 1986; Schweisguth et al. 1990; Rose and Wieschaus, 1992). Once the 

blastoderm has been formed, highly coordinated and scheduled gastrulation movements 

begin the process by which the embryo will develop into a larva made of many different 

tissue types.  

 

The MBT represents a critical transition during animal development and defects 

in any of the coordinated events comprising the MBT is detrimental for the rest of 

development (Langelan and Whiteley, 1985; Edgar et al. 1986; Edgar and O’Farrell, 

1989; Read et al. 1992; Edgar et al. 1994; Fogarty et al. 1994; Su et al. 1998; Dahanuker 

et al. 1999; Grosshans et al. 2003; ten Bosch et al. 2006; Takada et al. 2007; Benoit et al. 

2009; Shermoen et al. 2010). Thus, the mechanisms governing the coordination and 

regulation of the events comprising MBT have remained the focus of the work in the 

field. The precise program of coordination of the developmental events of the MBT seen 
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across species implies that embryos possess intrinsic timing mechanisms. Seeking to 

elucidate the mechanisms of these developmental timers in numerous systems, several 

groups analyzed the effects of the leading possibilities: counting of early cell cycles, 

absolute time since fertilization, and the ratio of nuclei to cytoplasm (N/C). 

 

Amphibian embryogenesis begins with fast, synchronous and periodic early 

cycles that lose synchrony and begin to slow after a species-specific number of cycles. 

After a few gradually slowing cell cycles, the embryos initiate gastrulation. Japanese 

newt embryos go through twelve rapid cell cycles before losing synchrony of the cell 

cycles. To study the effect of the N/C on development, Newt embryos were split into 

halves and quarters and analyzed for timing of MBT events. It was found that the de-

synchronization of the cell cycles occurred two cycles earlier in quarter embryos and one 

cycle earlier in half embryos. The timing of the onset of gastrulation, though, remained 

unchanged irrespective of the N/C (Kobayakawa and Kubota, 1981).  

 

Experiments in frog embryos utilizing a partial constriction technique were able 

to create an embryo partitioned into two parts: one part that started dividing while the 

other lacked a nucleus. After two rapid cell cycles on the developing side, a nucleus from 

this side moved across the constriction, allowing that part of the embryo to start dividing 

as if a separate embryo, albeit retarded compared to the other part (Newport and 

Kirschner, 1982a). Newport and Kirschner sought to determine if both parts of the 

embryo underwent the MBT at the same time. They found that when the advanced part of 

the embryo lost synchrony and started to slow the cell cycle at cycle 11, the retarded part 
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continued rapid and synchronous cell cycles for two more cycles until it had reached its 

own cycle 11, at which time it lost synchrony and slowing the cell cycle. Newport and 

Kirschner went on to investigate the effect of the N/C by inducing polyspermic embryos. 

Since ZGA is an MBT event that occurs shortly after the loss of synchrony and cell cycle 

lengthening in frogs, RNA synthesis was assayed. This study showed that polyspermic 

embryos indeed have higher levels of DNA synthesis than control embryos and that they 

activate new RNA synthesis two cell cycles before the same transition occurs in diploid 

embryos (Newport and Kirschner, 1982a). Newport and Kirschner further tested the 

activation of transcription in frog embryos by injecting a plasmid that encoded a specific 

marker (Newport and Kirschner, 1982b). In pre-MBT embryos, this plasmid was not 

transcribed but was transcribed after the MBT. When additional DNA was injected into 

plasmid-injected embryos, transcription of the marker could be seen before the time of 

the MBT. 

 

Similar studies were done in Echinoderms. Embryos of seastars divide 

synchronously for ten cell cycles before losing synchrony and eventually undergo 

gastrulation. To specifically test if the N/C was timing the MBT in seastars, Mita cut 

oocytes in half before fertilization, creating an opportunity to study the timing of 

asynchronous divisions and gastrulation in embryos with different amounts of 

cytoplasmic volumes. Half embryos ended synchronous divisions one cell cycle early 

compared to whole, control embryos, but gastrulation initiated at the same time in both 

half and whole embryos (Mita, 1983). Mita and Obata created tetraploid embryos to test 

the increase in nuclear content on the timing of MBT events. Similar to the half embryos, 
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tetraploid embryos lost synchrony one cell cycle early. It was also found that tetraploid 

embryos gastrulated at the same time as control embryos, but with about half as many 

cells (Mita and Obata, 1984).  

 

For zebrafish, the first nine cell cycles are rapid and synchronous. Starting at 

cycle 10, the cell cycles begin to lengthen so that by the time the zebrafish embryo 

reaches cycle 13 the cell cycle has increased threefold in length (Kane et al. 1993). The 

loss of synchrony approximately coincides with the onset of cell cycle lengthening, the 

ZGA, and mobility of cells within the embryo is first detected two cell cycles after cycle 

10. Mechanisms of MBT timing were studied in this system by changing the ploidy of 

embryos and by creating a “partially enucleated” embryo, similar to the constricted frog 

embryo (Newport and Kirschner, 1982; Kane et al. 1993). One nucleus was removed 

from the embryo at the two-cell stage, creating a control side, which started dividing, and 

an experimental side, which initially lacked a nucleus and thus did not start dividing. Cell 

divisions began in the experimental side upon invasion of a nucleus from the control side 

when the internal membranes lift from the yolk during the sixth cell cycle (Kane et al. 

1993). Cell cycle lengthening occurred first in the control side at cycle 10, while the 

experimental side continued for five more rapid and synchronous cell cycles (Kane et al. 

1993). Additionally, tetraploid embryos exhibited cell cycle lengthening one cell cycle 

sooner whereas haploid embryos exhibited this MBT event one cell cycle later than 

diploid, control embryos (Kane et al. 1993). Haploid embryos also displayed cell 

mobility two cell cycles later than in control embryos. This study also found that when 
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comparing volume to cell cycle length, cell volume and not cycle number is the best 

predictor of cell cycle length after the onset of the MBT at cycle 10 (Kane et al. 1993).  

 

To study these possible timing mechanisms in Drosophila, the developmental 

progression of haploid embryos was studied. During Drosophila development, the nuclei 

gradually migrate outward, reaching the surface of the embryo at cycle 10 and establish 

pole cells (Foe and Alberts, 1983). Haploid embryos were delayed in initiation of 

development, but nuclear migration and pole cell formation occurred during the same cell 

cycle as diploid embryos. Similarly, the time from cycle 10 to the onset of gastrulation 

remained the same between haploid and diploid embryos (Edgar et al. 1986). However, 

haploid embryos underwent an additional cell cycle before the MBT and the gradual 

slowing of the cell cycle began one cell cycle later. Furthermore, haploid embryos 

initiated cellularization at the normal cell cycle, but the additional cell cycle forced 

cellularization to finish one cell cycle later (Edgar et al. 1986). Newly synthesized RNA 

accumulated in the same cell cycle in both haploid and diploid embryos and another 

study demonstrated that inhibition of the cell cycle could induce transcriptional activation 

as early as cell cycle 11 (Edgar and Schubiger, 1986). Additionally, ligation of embryos 

was utilized to alter the N/C and assay its effect on the number of cell cycles after cycle 

10. When the N/C was decreased, and extra cell cycle was observed before the MBT. 

Likewise, when the N/C was increased, there was one less cell cycle before the MBT 

(Edgar et al. 1986). 
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All of the studies described above argue against cell division counting 

mechanisms for both the original slowing of the cycles and the onset of gastrulation 

events. They all suggest that changes in the N/C alter progression of developmental 

events, but there are varied results and interpretations regarding the likely contributions 

of absolute timing and the N/C to the regulation of different steps and events.  For 

example, the N/C does not affect the timing of arrival of nuclei at the cortex or of pole 

cell formation in Drosophila embryo - at least if there is an effect it is not strong enough 

to normalize density at these stages.  In frog and seastar embryos, it seems that the N/C 

affects an early process assessed by the first slowing of the cycles - the influence of the 

N/C on later events can be understood either as additional inputs of the N/C into the later 

events, or as forward propagation of the earlier change. For example, the cell cycle starts 

slowing one cell cycle early when cytoplasm is reduced to one half in seastar embryos, 

but the embryo gastrulates at the normal time with half the number of cells as if 

everything proceeds the same way in control and experimental embryos from the time of 

initial cell cycle slowing. In our view the experiments show that the N/C affects cell cycle 

progression, but most findings fail to show an effect on timing of other MBT events. 

 

Drosophila embryos differ at least in the way the MBT is described. The slowing 

of the cell cycles, loss of synchronous divisions, and ZGA coincide in other systems, but 

the MBT in Drosophila is aligned with the dramatic slowing of the cell cycle at cycle 14. 

The N/C alters the gradual slowing phase of the cell cycles at cycle 10 and the abrupt and 

dramatic slowing of cell cycle at the Drosophila MBT (Edgar et al. 1986: Lu et al. 2010), 

but not the timing of cellularization and gastrulation. According to Edgar et al., the 
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timing of these latter events, measured from pole cell formation, is essentially unchanged 

between haploid and diploid embryos - the extra cell cycle in haploid embryos occurs 

after the timely initiation of cellularization. So, it is the number of cell cycles that can be 

fit into the prescribed time between pole cell formation and gastrulation that changes 

between haploid and diploid embryos.   

 

Newport and Kirschner suggested a model to fit their data for the role of the N/C 

on MBT timing (Newport and Kirschner, 1982ab). This model posited that the MBT is 

triggered when the embryo reaching a critical N/C, at which point a maternally provided 

factor is titrated past a threshold. A striking aspect of this model is that it correlates the 

N/C to all MBT events, as if the MBT is a singular event. Although it remains unclear 

what this titrated factor might be, the notion that the MBT is triggered by a critical N/C is 

a dominant idea in the literature. Indeed, the predominant model for MBT control in 

Drosophila is that the embryo must attain a threshold N/C before initiating the MBT. 

 

We question a component of the N/C model. Specifically, we question if the N/C 

has a direct influence into the onset of MBT events. The prescribed requirement for a 

threshold N/C implies that the onset of MBT events absolutely requires that the embryo 

attain a threshold N/C, which has remained to be tested. We sought to test this 

implication by arresting embryos in interphases before the MBT, preventing them from 

ever reaching this threshold N/C, and assessing if embryos can advance to MBT stages. 

Our determination for normal MBT events will be threefold: transcription of N/C-

dependent genes, cellularization, and gastrulation. 
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Chapter Two: Results 

 

An interphase arrest of early embryos 

To test the idea that the embryo needs to attain a threshold nuclear density in 

order to advance to MBT stages, we wanted to arrest the cell cycle prior to the MBT and 

ask if the passage of time without an increase in nuclear density will suffice.  To do this, 

we needed a method to arrest the cell cycle that does not severely compromise the 

embryo.  We chose to arrest the rapidly cycling nuclei by the injection of double stranded 

RNA directed to the mitotic cyclins (A, B, and B3; cyclin RNAi) because the cell cycle 

stops in interphase, which then allows normal interphase physiological events and 

eliminates mitosis. Whereas injection at one pole results in a mosaic embryo arrested in 

different cell cycles, three injections along the length of the embryo can arrest the entire 

embryo in a single cell cycle (McCleland and O’Farrell, 2008). We took advantage of this 

technique to completely arrest embryos in different pre-MBT cell cycles.   

We encountered a problem when arresting embryos in cycle 12 or earlier by 

cyclin RNAi. These embryos failed to organize and space nuclei equally and displayed 

abnormal cytoplasmic flows when aged to the time of normal gastrulation (data not 

shown). The likely cause of this became apparent when we assayed cellularization of 

these embryos. YFP-tagged Anillin marks the leading edge of the invaginating 

cellularization furrows. Ingression of Anillin was observed in embryos arrested in cycle 

12 by cyclin RNAi but the process was highly abnormal with disorganization of the 

nuclei, which appeared to be pushed inward or squeezed into what would be a blastoderm 

cell. We previously reported that centrosomes and the cytoplasmic organization continue 
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to multiply when cyclin RNAi blocks the mitotic cycle prior to cycle 13 (McCleland and 

O’Farrell, 2008).  This study also described a disrupted cellularization event in embryos 

where the cell cycle was arrested toward one pole by a single injection of RNAi.  The 

mismatch between the subdivided cytoplasmic domains and large nuclei offered a likely 

explanation for the mis-coordination in the cellularization and disruption of 

embryogenesis.   

We found that a double injection (see methods) of cyclin RNAi and a Cdk2/Cdk1 

inhibitor, Fruhstart (Frs), gave a more complete cell cycle arrest, as shown by the failure 

of the centrosomes to continue duplicating (Figure 1). Embryos arrested in cycle 12 by 

this method (hereafter referred to as ‘arrested in cycle 12’) did not display large-scale 

nuclear disorganization at cellularization or later cytoplasmic flows. Control experiments 

in which embryos arrested in cycle 12 and cycle 13 were also injected with fluorescent 

deoxynucleotides showed that the cell cycle arrests blocked continued DNA synthesis 

(Figure 2, see methods).   

 

Interphase arrested embryos initiate cellularization and gastrulation 

The original report of the influence of ploidy on the Drosophila MBT noted that 

cellularization in haploid embryos began in cycle 14 as it did in diploid embryos (Edgar 

et al. 1986). However, the haploid embryos entered mitosis during cellularization, an 

event that was accompanied by abortion of the partially invaginated furrows.  

Cellularization began anew in cycle 15 in the haploid embryos, completing one cycle 

behind the diploid embryos. Subsequent analyses, such as the induction of premature 

mitosis 14 (Farrell and O’Farrell, 2012), suggested that abortion of cellularization 
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furrows by mitosis is a general phenomenon. Hence, we suggest that the deferral of the 

completion of cellularization for one cycle in haploid embryos can be attributed to a 

progression through mitosis rather than a failure to initiate cellularization. Examination of 

cell cycle arrested embryos offered the possibility of testing several possibilities: first, 

whether a threshold N/C is required for cellularization; second, whether arrest of the cell 

cycle and absence of mitosis might alleviate inhibition of cellularization and so advance 

its timing; and third, whether the timing of cellularization is influenced by nuclear 

density.   

Embryos arrested in cycle 13 went on to cellularize with only a minor delay of 

approximately fifteen minutes compared to control, non-injected cycle 14 embryos 

(Figure 3, second panel down). Embryos arrested in cycle 12 cellularized with a delay of 

approximately forty minutes compared to control, non-injected cycle 14 embryos (Figure 

3, bottom panel). These results demonstrate that cellularization, a hallmark of the MBT in 

Drosophila, occurs when the cell cycle is arrested at pre-MBT nuclear densities.  Since 

the arrest of the cell cycle did not advance the timing of cellularization, it is unlikely that 

the developmental reduction of cyclin:Cdk activity and slowing of the cell cycle at the 

MBT is the normal trigger of cellularization. The delay in the onset of cellularization in 

the arrested embryos is consistent with an input of nuclear density into its timing (see 

discussion), but most importantly, there is no requirement to reach a threshold N/C for 

this MBT event.  

Next, we asked if these embryos that were arrested before the MBT gastrulated. 

At 21°C, gastrulation movements are first observed on average 96 minutes after the 

beginning of cycle 14 (approximately 147 minutes from anaphase of cycle 11) by the 
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formation of ventral furrow, followed by the cephalic furrow and extension of the 

germband (Figure 4, top panel). Embryos arrested in cycle 13 formed ventral and 

cephalic furrows, and extended the germband, and gastrulation initiated approximately 

twenty minutes early compared to control cycle 14 embryos (Figure 4, middle panel). 

Embryos arrested in cycle 12 also showed ventral and cephalic furrow formation and 

sometimes exhibited movements resembling those associated with germband extension 

(Figure 4, bottom panel). Gastrulation movements observed in cycle 12 arrested embryos 

varied to the extent to which they progressed, but gastrulation in cycle 12 arrested 

embryos occurred at about the same time as control cycle 14 embryos. From these data, 

we conclude that onset of cellularization, ventral furrow formation and aspects of 

germband extension, which are the major morphological events following the MBT, do 

not require that the embryo reach the N/C of a cycle 14 embryo. Furthermore, since 

cellularization and gastrulation require considerable transcriptional activity, we conclude 

that these arrested embryos show evidence of ZGA, another hallmark of the MBT. To 

examine this more directly, we examined expression of three genes that were previously 

described as N/C-dependent (Lu et al. 2009).   

 

Engrailed as a marker for successful post-MBT events 

In addition to morphological markers of the MBT, dramatic changes in gene 

expression and patterning follow the MBT.  Engrailed gene expression in a series of 14 

stripes is downstream of a zygotic transcriptional cascade that patterns the early embryo 

(DiNardo et al. 1985; DiNardo et al. 1988; Carroll et al. 1988).  This Engrailed pattern is 
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established after the MBT in cell cycle 14. Thus, the appearance of Engrailed is a marker 

of for the successful completion of MBT processes.   

Antibody staining of cycle 13 arrested embryos showed that the arrested embryos 

express Engrailed in pattern very similar to the control embryos (Figure 5).  We conclude 

from this that the nuclear density achieved in a cycle 13 embryo is sufficient to support 

many developmental programs characteristic of a late gastrulating embryo. The criterion 

of detectable stripes resulting from engrailed expression was not matched in embryos 

arrested in cycle 12, however. Nonetheless, encouraged by the morphological criteria 

observed, next we proceeded to test transcriptional activity of three genes previously 

described as N/C-dependent for their expression. 

 

Transcription of N/C-dependent genes in arrested embryos 

A recent study reported a class of genes that are N/C-dependent (Lu et al. 2009). 

Indeed, the influence of the N/C on transcription was previously described (Pritchard and 

Schubiger, 1996). The expression of N/C-dependent genes, which are normally expressed 

in cycle 14, is delayed by one cell cycle in haploid embryos when compared to diploid 

embryos via microarray analysis. To further test the model that a threshold N/C triggers 

the MBT, we specifically assayed the expression of these genes in cell cycle arrested 

embryos. If the N/C directly controls the expression of these genes, then embryos 

arrested before cycle 14 should not express these genes.  

Expression of one of these genes, odd skipped (odd), initiates in a single stripe 

near the anterior end of the embryo in cycle 14 and gradually develops into seven stripes 

by approximately one hour into cycle 14 (Coulter et al. 1990; Manoukian and Krause, 
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1992; Lu et al. 2009). In situ hybridization detected stripes of odd in embryos arrested in 

cycle 12 and cycle 13 when these embryos were aged to a stage comparable to non-

injected late cycle 14 embryos (Figure 6A). Although embryos arrested before the MBT 

exhibited clear odd expression, these embryos demonstrated a less mature stripe pattern 

development than is seen in the control cycle 14 embryos. Despite the apparent lag in the 

expression program of odd, it is clear that its expression is not directly dependent on a 

critical N/C.  

We used qPCR to further assay expression of three N/C-dependent genes in single 

embryos, comparing these genes’ relative expressions in embryos arrested in different 

cell cycles and control, non-injected embryos (Figure 6B).  Two of the genes, fruhstart 

(frs) and spalt major (salm), showed the expected pattern in control embryos, with little 

detected expression prior to cycle 14. The expression of odd in control embryos did not 

follow expected pattern and showed expression before cycle 14. These results were due 

to a couple of embryos giving spuriously high signals. Indeed, our in situ analysis of odd 

expression in control embryos (data not shown) agrees with published results of odd 

expression (see Figure 5C of Lu et al. 2009). Importantly, embryos arrested in cycles 12 

or 13, but aged to a time equivalent to mid-cycle 14 in the control embryos, showed 

relatively robust expression of all three of these N/C-dependent genes. While this 

technically challenging analysis is somewhat compromised by variations from embryo to 

embryo, the findings are in accord with our other data showing that embryos arrested in 

pre-MBT cell cycles accumulate transcripts of these N/C-dependent genes and can 

advance to MBT stages (DiNardo and O’Farrell, 1987; Manoukian and Krause, 1992; 

Fujioka et al. 1995).  
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Pre-MBT arrest leads to tribbles expression and Cdc25Twine destruction  

We have been interested in the mechanism underlying the precise timing of the 

slowing of the cell cycle at the MBT and we have suggested that this timing is coupled to 

the N/C (Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013).  We showed that destabilization and 

downregulation of the cell cycle activator, Cdc25Twine, is key to the slowing of the cycle 

at the MBT, and showed that its destruction is delayed for one cell cycle in haploid 

embryos (Farrell et al. 2012; Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013).  We and others have shown 

that tribbles is one contributor to the destabilization of Cdc25Twine, and it has been 

suggested that tribbles is an N/C-dependent gene (Seher and Leptin, 2000; Grosshans and 

Wieschaus, 2000; Mata et al. 2000; Lu et al. 2009; Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013).  

Given our results for odd, salm, and frs, we wanted to re-examine tribbles as its 

expression is important for the down regulation of the cell cycle at the MBT. Since 

tribbles mRNA is loaded into the egg during oogenesis, we performed in situ 

hybridization with an intron probe to detect nascent transcripts of tribbles in order to 

distinguish new zygotic transcripts from maternal background (see methods). Two dots 

representing nascent transcripts can be seen per nuclei of embryos in cycles 13 and 14 but 

are absent from nuclei of control, non-arrested cycle 12 embryos (Figure 7A, first and 

second panels). Upon arrest using cyclin RNAi, however, nascent transcripts of tribbles 

can be seen in cycle 12 (Figure 7A, third panel), demonstrating that its expression is, in 

fact, not under direct control of a threshold N/C.  

We next assayed for Cdc25Twine destruction in embryos arrested before the MBT. 

Cdc25Twine is normally destabalized by approximately twenty minutes into cycle 14. This 

destruction can be seen when embryos are arrested in cycle 13 and aged for what would 
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be twenty minutes into cycle 14. We previoulsy reported that this destruction was not 

seen in similarly-aged embryos arrested in cycle 12 (Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013). Given 

our results above that some MBT events occur on a delayed schedule, we wondered if the 

lack of Cdc25Twine destruction in embryos arrested in cycle 12 was a result of these 

embryos not having enough time into what would be cycle 14. Embryos arrested in cycle 

12 by cyclin RNAi and Frs or cyclin RNAi alone destroyed Cdc25Twine when given an 

extra thirty minutes, consistent with our finding that tribbles can be expressed regardless 

of the N/C (Figure 7B). The extra time needed for Cdc25Twine to be destroyed in cycle 12 

arrested embyros is consistent with the delay observed with cellularization, gastrulation, 

and transcription.     

 

cyclin RNAi rescues MBT events in grapes embryos   

The DNA damage checkpoint protein Grapes/Chk1 is implicated in part of the 

cell cycle slowing process leading to the MBT (Fogarty et al. 1994; Fogarty et al. 1997; 

Sibon et al. 1997; Sibon et al. 1999; Sibon et al. 2000; Yu et al. 2000; Takada et al. 

2007). Embryos lacking Grapes/Chk1 fail to slow the cell cycle properly and never 

activate zygotic gene expression, cellularize, or gastrulate. It is suggested that the 

increasing amounts of transcriptionally engaged DNA and transcription of specific 

zygotic genes during the early cycles are involved in Grapes/Chk1’s MBT function 

(Grosshans et al. 2003; Blythe and Weischaus, 2015). Indeed, ZGA-dependent DNA 

damage was also recently shown to trigger a checkpoint response in C. elegans 

primordial germ cells (Butuci et al., 2015).  
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Our data suggest that knocking down the mitotic cyclinsand downregulation Cdk 

activity makes the early embryo permissive for MBT events, but we wanted to test if 

arresting the cell cycle would bypass a need for Grapes/Chk1. Indeed, upon arrest in 

cycle 13 with triple mitotic cyclin RNAi alone, grapes embryos transcribe odd (Figure 

8A). Moreover, gastrulation movements occur in grapes embryos arrested with pair-wise 

injections of cyclin B/B3 and A/B3 RNAi and Frs. These gastrulation movements are 

delayed by about thirty minutes compared to wildtype embryos arrested in cycle 13. 

However, a triple cyclin knockdown alone or with Frs showed little evidence of 

gastrulation movements but instead exhibited nuclear disorganization. From the 

differential competence for gastrulation from our injections, we conclude that at least 

some amount of cyclins is required for gastrulation to succeed in grapes embryos. The 

fact that we see gastrulation and odd expression in arrested grapes embryos suggests not 

only that down-regulating cyclin:Cdk activity is enough to overcome the lack of 

Grapes/Chk1 in these embryos at the MBT, but also that Grapes/Chk1 is not required for 

the embryo to undergo MBT events. 
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Figure 1. Frs injection inhibits centrosome cycling with cell cycle arrest via triple cyclin 
RNAi. Magenta marks nuclei as visualized by H2Av-RFP and green dots represent centrosomes 
as visualized by Fzy-GFP. In control embryos, the centrosomes duplicate in sync with nuclei 
and there are two centrioles per nucleus at most (top panel). When embryos are arrested in cell 
cycle 11 by triple cyclin RNAi alone, the nuclei stop dividing, but the centriole continue to 
divide, resulting in about 8 centrioles per nucleus (middle panel, marked by arrows). Upon 
injection of Frs when arrested in cycle 12, the centrioles stop dividing and each nuclei has two 
evenly-spaced centrioles (bottom panel). Time (min) for the top and moddle panels is aligned to 
completion of mitosis 10. Time (min) for the bottom panel is aligned to the completion of 
mitosis 11.
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Figure 2. DNA replication does not continue after cell cycle arrests. Embryos were arrest-
ed in either cycle 13 (left and middle) or cycle 12 (right-most). When dUTP-546 is injected 
during cycle 12 followed by one more cycle to an arrest in cycle 13 and aged for 1 hour 
(left-most), magenta DNA (d-UTP-546; replciated DNA) is seen inside the green nuclei 
(WGA; nuclear envelopes). When dUTP-546 is injected ~15 minutes after entry into cycle 13 
into embryos arrested in cycle 13, no DNA replication is evident (middle). Likewise, no DNA 
replication is evident when dUTP-546 is injected ~10 minutes after entry into cycle 12 for 
embryos arrested in cycle 12. Once embryos are arrested in a cell cycle and allowed enough 
time to complete one S-phase, no further nucleotide incorporation is evident. Magnification is 
indicated by the scale bars (27 um).   
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Figure 3.  Cellularization occurs in arrested embryos.  Annilin-GFP marks the leading edge 
of the cellularization furrows (G. Hickson and P.H. O’Farrell, unpublished).  In control embryos 
(top panel), these furrows ingress during cycle 14, passing between the elongating nuclei in a 
well-coordinated progression. Similar cellularization progression is seen in embyros arrested in 
cell cycle 13 (second panel).  When embryos are arrested in cycle 12 by cyclin RNAi alone 
(third panel) continued divisions of the cytoplasmic domains without cell cycle progression 
leads to mis-coordination (McCleland and O’Farrell, 2008) and many of the nuclei are 
“pushed” in by the advancing cellularization furrows, which outnumber the large nuclei.  When 
embryos are arrested by a double injection of cyclin RNAi and Frs (bottom panel), the centro-
some cycle is blocked and coordination of nuclear and cytoplasmic events is improved and 
cellularization of the cortical nuclei is more successful. Nuclei are higlighted for ease of follow-
ing positioning of nuclei during cellularization process. Times are from the beginning of cell 
cycle 12. Magnification is indicated by the scale bar (34 um).
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Figure 4. Gastrulation occurs in arrested embryos. H2Av-GFP marked nuclei and allowed us 
to follow movements of nuclei as gastrulation movements occured in control and arrested 
embryos. Compared to non-arrested embryos that gastrulate in cell cycle 14 (top panel), embryos 
arrested in cell cycle 13 (middle panel) display movements that represnet ventral furrow forma-
tion, cephalic furrow formation, and germband extension. Embryos arrested cell cycle 12 (bot-
tom panel) display movements representing ventral furrow formation and sometimes displayed 
movements associated with germband extension. Nuclei that were specifically tracked are 
marked in red. The location at the beginning for each nuclei is marked in green and the location 
at the finish is marked in red in each cartoon. Time (min) for all embryos is aligned at comple-
tion of mitosis 11. Asterisk indicates initiation of ventral furrow. Magnification is indicated by 
the scale bar (70 um).
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Figure 5. Engrailed protein pattern in embryos arrested in cell cycle 13. Embryos were 
arrested in cell cycle 13 and an anti-Engrailed antibody was used to visualize Engrailed protein. 
Embryos arrested in cell cycle 13 (left) displayed the striped pattern of Engrailed comparable to 
non-arrested, control embryos in cell cycle 14 (right). The ventral furrow is highlighted by the 
yellow arrow. Magnification is indicated by the scale bar (52 um).
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Figure 6. N/C-dependent genes are expressed 
embryos arrested before the MBT. (A) in situ 
hybridization was performed on embryos arrested in 
cell cycle 12 and 13 for a gene identified as N/C-de-
pendent (see Figure 5C of Lu et al., 2009).The striped 
pattern of odd skipped is seen faintly in embryos 
arrested in cell cycle 12 (left-most panel) and cell 
cycle 13 (middle panel), compared to control, cell 
cycle 14 embryos (right-most panel). Brightfield 
images of each embryo are above images showing the 
nuclear densities, using Hoecsht to label nuclei. 
Magnification is indicated by the scale bar (34 um). 
(B) qPCR analysis of single embryos for three 
N/C-dependent genes, odd, salm, and frs, further 
demonstrates that these genes are expressed when the 
embryo is arrested before the MBT. Sample size is 7 
independent samples for each cell cycle condition 
(c12 arrest, c12 control, c13 arrest, c13 control, c14 
arrest, c14 control).  
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Figure 7. Tribbles expression and Twine destruction in arrested embryos. (A) Magenta dots 
represent nascent transcripts of tribbles in nuclei marked as green. in situ hybridization for 
nascent transcripts of tribbles demonstrates that tribbles is nornmally expressed in cell cycle 13 
(left most panel) but not expressed in cell cycle 12 under normal conditions (middle panel). 
Upon arrest in cell cycle 12 with triple cyclin RNAi, however, nascent transcrtips of tribbles 
are evident, demonstrating that the expression of tibbles is not directly controlled by the N/C. 
Magnification is indicated by the scale bars (10 um for large view; 1.4 um for inset). (B) 
Western blot on single embryos for Twine protein. Twine protein is abundant in non-arrested 
cell cycle 12 and 13 embyros (lanes 1 and 6). Embryos arrested in cell cycle 12 with triple 
cyclin RNAi alone and with additional Frs injection show Twine destruction when allowed to 
age 30 more minutes than was previously reported (lanes 2 through 5). Twine protein is 
destroyed in embryos arrested in cell cycle 13 and aged 60 minute (lane 7) and in non-arrested 
embryos 35 minutes into cell cycle 14 (last lane).
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Figure 8. Transcription and gastrulation in arrested grapes embryos. (A) Expression of 
odd in grapes embryos arrested in cell cycle 13 is seen by a single stripe (left), characteristic of 
odd expression early in wildtype cell cycle 14. Hoecsht staining of nuclei (right) shows nuclear 
density. Magnification is indicated by the scale bars (52 um). (B) H2Av-GFP marks nuclei and 
allowed us to follow movements of nuclei as gastrulation movements occured in arrested 
grapes embryos. Nuclei that were specifically tracked are marked in red. The location at the 
beginning for each nuclei is marked in green and the location at the finish is marked in red in 
the cartoon. Timing (min) is aligned at completion of mitosis 11. Asterisk indicates initiation 
ofven ventral furrow. Magnification is indicated by the scale bar (70 um). 
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Chapter Three: Discussion 

The importance and mystery of biological timing is highlighted in the very early 

steps of embryogenesis of externally deposited eggs.  In these eggs, the earliest events 

happen very fast but follow a precisely stereotyped schedule all prior to the onset of 

significant gene expression (Kobayakawa and Kubota, 1981; Newport and Kirschner, 

1982ab; Mita, 1983; Mita and Obata 1984; Langelan and Whiteman, 1985; Foe and 

Alberts, 1983; Edgar et al. 1986). Manipulations removing cytoplasm or changing 

nuclear content have shown that the N/C has an impact on the timing of these early 

events.  While this suggested a model based on titration of a factor by increasing DNA, 

several features of normal timing and of the experimental findings reported here suggest 

that the N/C input is more complex than usually considered.  Here, we have tested the 

idea that the early mitotic cycles in the Drosophila embryo exponentially increases the 

N/C to a threshold value that triggers MBT events in cell cycle 14. We found that a cycle 

14 nuclear density is not required for multiple events that mark the MBT. In this 

discussion, we advocate an interpretation that N/C has its input by modulating cell cycle 

regulators, and that other events of the MBT are regulated largely independently of the 

N/C, but with indirect inputs from the N/C.  

    

The MBT: an abstraction of complex timing issues 

It is important to address the nature of the MBT in order to understand the 

meaningfulness of our experiments. The N/C has long been implicated in the timing of 

early embryonic events. In particular, experiments altering the DNA dose in frog and fly 

embryos (Newport and Kirschner, 1982ab; Edgar et al. 1986; Kimelmann et al. 1987) are 
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summarized as altering the timing of MBT events. This summary is a simplification that 

accepts an abstraction of early embryonic timing that we question. In this abstraction, the 

MBT is described as a singular event at which the transitions of early embryogenesis 

occur and that this unique event is triggered by a critical N/C. In our view, this 

abstraction is not readily consistent with the wealth of detailed analyses of early 

development that describe cascades of events, both regulatory and morphological. 

Indeed, even several of the early reports were not consistent with the abstraction in that 

some events were not co-regulated with others (Edgar et al. 1986; Edgar and Schubiger, 

1986; Kimelmann et al. 1987).  Nonetheless, since the concept has been influential and a 

timing role for N/C is experimentally supported, we sought to test a prediction of this 

abstraction specifically in Drosophila.   

The abstraction predicts that the Drosophila embryo needs to reach the N/C of 

cycle 14 in order to progress to the MBT stages. A requirement for a threshold N/C at cell 

cycle 14 implies that onset of MBT events absolutely require attainment of this N/C, 

which remained to be tested. Our test was to arrest embryos in interphase of cell cycles 

before the MBT, preventing them from ever reaching the N/C of cycle 14, and 

determining if, indeed, the embryos failed to go through the MBT. We emphasize that 

our experiments, while contradicting the abstraction, do not deny that changes in N/C 

have a timing impact. After discussing our results we consider what this timing impact 

might be and how direct it is.   
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Cellularization, gastrulation, and onset of zygotic gene expression can occur without 

reaching cycle 14 nuclear density 

We investigated specific events and hallmarks of the MBT in Drosophila in order 

to elucidate the role of the N/C on MBT timing. We show that when embryos are arrested 

in cell cycle 13 with cyclin RNAi, the embryos cellularize and gastrulate. We also show 

that embryos arrested in cycle 13 are competent to transcribe genes that are involved with 

patterning and cell cycle regulation crucial for the rest of development.    

We acknowledge that our cyclin RNAi arrest of embryos can make the 

interpretation of the N/C complicated. An arrest in interphase of cycle 13 will maintain a 

cycle 13 ratio of nuclei to cytoplasm, but the post-replicative DNA content of these 

embryos may satisfy an N/C threshold found at the beginning of cycle 14. We extended 

our analysis into embryos arrested in cycle 12, whose total DNA contents would be well 

below that found at cycle 14.  

We found that embryos arrested in cycle 12 similarly demonstrate a competency 

to undergo the above-described MBT events, further demonstrating that a threshold N/C 

is not required when cyclin:Cdk activity is knocked down. We did observe delays in the 

cycle 12 arrested embryos as compared the cycle 13 and control embryos. However, this 

delay does not belittle the significance of our findings. The N/C threshold model predicts 

an absolute result of our experiment – that embryos arrested before cycle 14 would fail to 

advance to MBT stages. A disruption of embryogenesis is an expected consequence of 

our cell cycle arrest, but the clear indication that the embryo can advance to MBT stages 

when arrested is meaningful. 
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The impact of the cell cycle on MBT events 

  Cell cycle slowing is one of the hallmarks of the MBT. By prematurely 

diminishing cyclin:Cdk function and slowing the cell cycle, our experiment dissociated 

the usual tight coordination of cell cycle slowing and onset of MBT events. Many 

observations show that cell cycle processes interfere with MBT events, suggesting that 

slowing of the cell cycle is essential for the MBT. The extra fast cell cycle observed in 

haploid embryos disrupts a timely onset of cellularization, which is re-initiated and 

finished one cell cycle later (Edgar et al. 1986). Similarly, if mitosis is induced early in 

cell cycle 14 by deregulation of the cell cycle, cellularization furrows are aborted and 

process restarts after the completion of mitosis (Grosshans et al. 2003; McCleland et al. 

2009; Shermoen et al. 2010).  A premature division was also shown to block ventral 

furrow formation and other gastrulation movements (Grosshans and Wieschaus, 2000; 

Seher and Leptin, 2000; Farrell et al. 2012). Progression of the cell cycle through mitosis 

also leads to abortion of nascent transcripts creating a deadline for completion of 

transcription that prevents expression of longer genes in earlier fast cycles (Shermoen and 

O’Farrell, 1991; Rothe M et al. 1992). It has also been shown that blocking the cell cycle 

with cycloheximide before the MBT activates transcription of a wide array of RNAs 

(Edgar and Schubiger, 1986) and we show activation of specific zygotic genes upon cell 

cycle arrest. Finally, embryos lacking Grapes/Chk1 function fail to appropriately slow the 

cell cycle, display numerous cell cycle abnormalities, and never go through the MBT 

(Fogarty et al. 1994; Fogarty et al. 1997; Sibon et al. 1997; Sibon et al. 1999; Sibon et al. 

2000; Yu et al. 2000). We have demonstrated here that down-regulating cyclin:Cdk and 

artificially slowing the cell cycle in grapes embryos rescues MBT events. Thus, our data 
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show that downregulation of cyclin:Cdk and slowing of the cell cycle are permissive for 

MBT, bypassing a need to reach a cycle 14 N/C ratio and bypassing a requirement for 

grapes.  It might also be said that downregulation of cyclin:Cdk and the cell cycle is 

required for MBT, at least in the sense that success of MBT events is compromised by 

continued cell cycles.  Finally, since Grapes/Chk1 is an indirect inhibitor of cyclin:Cdk 

and the cell cycle, and we bypass its requirement for MBT by inhibiting these processes, 

it appears that the only required role of Grapes/Chk1 is to downregulate cell cycle 

regulators.  

Ordinarily, MBT events fall closely on the heels of developmental 

downregulation of cyclin:Cdk and slowing of the cell cycle at the onset of cycle 14. 

While this correlation and the described permissive influence of experimental 

downregulation of cyclin:Cdk might suggest a timing role for this downregulation, our 

results do not support such a direct input. Cyclin RNAi did not advance the timing of 

cellularization whether embryos blocked in cycle 12 or 13.  Thus, slowing of the cell 

cycle is not sufficient for the MBT events to occur, and if it plays a timing role, it is an 

accessory timing role.  

The timing of MBT remains of interest. The timing is not controlled by an 

absolute threshold interpretation of N/C at the MBT, but do our experiments reveal any 

timing role for N/C? We do observe complex timing changes in experimental embryos. 

While cellularization was delayed by about fifteen minutes, gastrulation was advanced in 

cycle 13 arrested embryos by about twenty minutes. Why would gastrulation be 

advanced? Our analysis of zygotic transcripts shows that their expression is activated 

despite the lower N/C, but we see lower accumulation of transcripts and slow maturation 
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of the spatial pattern of expression. Thus, it seems unlikely that gastrulation is advanced 

because of precocious transcription. It is, however, known from studies of the tribbles 

phenotype that Cdc25String activity can inhibit ventral furrow formation (Grosshans and 

Wieschaus 2000; Seher and Leptin, 2000). Thus, cell cycle regulators influence ventral 

furrow formation. In a cycle 13-arrested embryo, cyclin:Cdk is prematurely inhibited by 

roughly the same amount of time as gastrulation is advanced. We suggest from these 

observations that zygotic expression of gastrulation functions does impose a temporal 

limit on gastrulation, and that it is more directly timed by cascades of events coupled to 

cell cycle slowing.  

However, ventral furrow formation is not further advanced by a cycle 12-arrest. 

Indeed, the cycle 12-arrested embryo progressed very slowly, whether measured in terms 

of maturation of transcription programs or onset of the morphological events of the MBT. 

While many factors might contribute to this, we suggest that one of the factors will be the 

reduced rate of accumulation of transcripts in an embryo with a quarter of the cycle 14 

amount of DNA. Since this stage of development is characterized by known cascades in 

which one transcriptional regulatory induces another, it is not surprising that a reduction 

in the rate of transcription would have compounding affects on the progression of events.  

In summary, the consequences of the cyclin:Cdk knockdown are sufficiently complex 

that we can really only draw negative conclusions. MBT events are not blocked, nor 

uniformly advanced, and the different MBT event are not affected in concert as they 

might be if their timing was triggered by a common signal. We have suggested that the 

N/C, by virtue of altering transcription rates, has input into timing, however, this remains 

speculative.   
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An indirect role for the N/C on MBT timing  

As discussed above, the N/C’s influence on the timing of MBT events is 

experimentally well supported. The simplification of the supporting data, and the 

abstraction it accepts, assigns the N/C a direct role in triggering MBT events. Just how 

direct the N/C’s involvement with MBT timing remained untested.  

If we focus on cycle 14 and MBT events as they are described in Drosophila, it is 

clear that MBT events are inhibited by progression through the cell cycle, as discussed 

above. Our experiments show that if we in turn inhibit the cell cycle before the MBT, we 

alleviate the requirement for the N/C. Thus, the data presented here argue against the 

direct role accredited to the N/C on the MBT. Instead of the N/C acting as an all-or-

nothing, single point at which MBT events are triggered, we argue that its involvement is 

more indirect and lies with modulating cell cycle length gradually and then abruptly at 

cycle 14.  

We still do not know exactly how the N/C is read and how it is acting to influence 

MBT timing. The notion of a limiting titrated factor involved in DNA replication has 

been postulated as a readout of the N/C (Newport and Kirschner, 1982a; Kimelmann et 

al. 1987; Edgar et al. 1996; McCleland et al. 2009; Gotoh et al. 2011), but this notion 

alone represents an insufficient explanation of the increasing DNA content and its role on 

modulating the cell cycle. At cycle 14, embryos undergo a successful and fast 14th 

mitosis when injected with alpha-amanitin, highlighting that embryos carry sufficient 

machinery to support rapid cell cycles past the MBT and that zygotic transcription is 

required for the extended S-phase (Shermoen et al. 2010). It is likely that the modulation 
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to the cell cycle as the N/C increases is carried out by several factors and pathways. We 

chose to focus on one implicated factor. 

 

Grapes/Chk1 and mitotic cyclin levels 

We show that this checkpoint protein is not required for arrested grapes embryos 

to advance to MBT stages when the cyclin levels are reduced. Just as inhibiting the cell 

cycle by reducing cyclin:Cdk activity alleviates the requirement for the N/C, it also 

alleviates the requirement for Grapes/Chk1 for the MBT. It is possible that the only 

important consequence of the transcriptionally engaged DNA is to down-regulate 

cyclin:Cdk activity and create a permissive situation for MBT events to occur.  

Despite Grapes/Chk1 not being required for MBT events, grapes embryos 

arrested with A/B3 and B/B3 cyclin RNAi, and not triple cyclin RNAi, showed clear 

gastrulation movements. However, these gastrulation movements are delayed compared 

to wildtype embryos arrested in cycle 13. Therefore, grapes, while not required for the 

MBT, continues to influence it after the down-regulation of cyclin:Cdk. Interestingly, 

grapes embryos have reduced cyclin A degradation (Su et al., 1999), suggesting that 

mitotic cyclin levels influence an arrested embryo’s ability to reach MBT stages in the 

absence of Grapes/Chk1. The literature largely supports the role Grapes/Chk1 on the 

slowing of the cell cycle and our data suggest that Grapes/Chk1 functions by modulating 

cyclin:Cdk activity.  

Our data, however, provides little insight as to why zygotic transcription and 

cellularization, hallmark events of the MBT, are rescued when the lack of Grapes/Chk1 is 

accompanied by a lack of Loki/Chk2 in Drosophila embryos (Takada et al. 2007). Like 
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the grapes embryos, these double mutant embryos also fail to show wildtype slowing of 

the cell cycles leading to cycle 14, but are reported to activate zygotic gene expression 

and cellularize after going through an extra syncytial mitosis, suggesting that the failure 

to slow the cell cycle is insufficient to explain the lack of activation of zygotic 

transcription seen in grapes embryos. Although the cell cycle slowing seen in these 

mutants is reduced compared to wildtype, these cycles still display a degree of slowing 

(see Table 1 of Takada et al. 2007), suggesting that at least one other mechanism exists to 

slow the cell cycle before the MBT in the absence of both Grapes/Chk1 and Loki/Chk2. 

  We favor the idea that without Grapes/Chk1, the embryo lacks one method to 

slow the cell cycle and thus enters into mitosis with incompletely replicated 

chromosomes, accumulating DNA damage. This damage, in addition to markers 

associated with DNA damage from zygotic transcription (Blythe and Wieschaus, 2015; 

Butuci et al. 2015), triggers a Loki/Chk2-dependent disruption to development. We did 

not observe any evidence for DNA damage (ie. DNA bridging following mitosis) in our 

injected grapes embryos before arrest, so it is likely that we avoided triggering 

Loki/Chk2, thus allowing the embryo to reach MBT stages. It will be interesting to 

further characterize Grapes/Chk1’s role on the MBT and to determine what other 

mechanisms are involved with cell cycle slowing leading up to the MBT. 
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Chapter Four: Materials and Methods 

fly stocks used 

Sevelen (WT) 

H2AvD-GFP 

H2AvD-mRFP 

H2AvD-mRFP; Da-gal4, UASp-YFP-Anillin/MKRS 

GFP-Fzr/Cyo;H2AvD-mRFP/TM6B 

grp06034, H2AvD-GFP/Cyo-DTS513 

 

embryo injections 

Embryos from H2AvD-GFP flies were collected on grape juice agar plates and 

were allowed to age at 25°C for differing amounts of time (depending on preferred cell 

cycle arrest). Embryos were washed off with a paint brush and water into a small washing 

basket. Embryos were then dechorionated for 2 minutes in a 50% bleach solution and 

then thoroughly washed with water. Embryos were then aligned using a dissecting scope 

and transferred to a coverslip with glue and the coverslip was taped to a custom-made 

holder. After desiccating the embryos using Drierite (Acros Organics #219050020), the 

embryos were submerged in a 1:1 mixture of Halocarbon oil 700:Halocarbon oil 27 

(Sigma). Needles were made using Sutter Instruments needle puller. Embryos were 

injected three times length-wise on a dissecting scope using air pressure. The embryos 

were than transferred to an inverted spinning disc confocal microscope and visualized 

using Volocity software (Perkin Elmer). Cell cycle stage was confirmed either by 

watching the embryos progress through development or by measuring inter-nuclear 
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distance. Injection of cyclin RNAi and Frs required first the injection of cyclin RNAi at 

three positions, followed by visualization on scope, then removal and injection at the 

same three positions with Frs. Embryos were then returned to the scope and the recording 

resumed. 

 

dUTP-546 injections 

Embryos from H2AvD-GFP flies were collected and aged depending on cell cycle 

arrest of interest, as described above. Embryos injected with cyclin RNAi on a schedule 

that will arrest them in cycle 12 were co-injected with dUTP-546 (Alexa) and Frs 

approximately 10 minutes after entering cell cycle 12. Note that these embryos would be 

completing S-phase 12 by the time of this second injection. These embryos were then 

allowed to age for 2.5 hours before being removed from glue, de-vitellinized by hand, 

washed five times for twenty minutes in PTX, and fixed. Embryos arrested in cycle 13 

were injected with dUTP-546 approximately 15 minutes after entry into cell cycle 13 and 

allowed to age for 1 hour before removal and fixing, as described above. Control cell 

cycle 13 embryos were treated similarly to the above cycle 13 arrested embryos but the 

dUTP-546 was injected during cell cycle 12 and embryos were watched to make sure 

they continued into cell cycle 13 and arrested in that cycle. Note that control embryos 

were injected such that the whole of S-phase 12 would occur in the presence of dUTP-

546. These embryos were then aged for 1 hour before removal, washing, and fixing, as 

described above. These embryos were then stained with WGA-488 (Life Technologies) 

and washed with PTX before being visualized on a spinning disc confocal using Volocity 

software (Perkin Elmer).   
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cDNA preparation from single or grouped embryos 

cDNA was made from mRNA from single embryo samples and from multiple 

embryos pooled together. Differences between the protocol for single and multiple 

embryos are noted in the following description. Embryos were staged, arrested at specific 

cell cycles, and aged for appropriate amount of times as described above. For single 

embryo collection, each embryo was removed from glue into heptane using a tungsten 

needle and removal of correct embryo was confirmed using a dissecting scope. Each 

single embryo was then transferred to 150ul of TRIzol Reagent (Life Technologies 

#87804) and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Using a RNAse-free pestle (Kimble Chase 

#061448), the TRIzol/embryo mixture was ground up until the TRIzol was melted. For 

collecting mRNA from multiple embryos, embryos were smashed in TRIzol using the 

pestle without freezing. 250 ul of TRIzol was added and allowed to incubate at room 

temperature for at least 5 minutes. 80 ul of chloroform as then added and the tube was 

shaken well. This mixture was then allowed to incubate at room temperature for 3 

minutes. The samples were then spun at 12,000 x g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The clear, 

aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube. 80ul of chloroform was added and the tube 

was shaken well. The tube was then allowed to incubate for 3 minutes at room 

temperature. The samples were again spun at 12,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The top, 

aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube and 1ul of 10 mg/ul RNAse-free glycogen 

was added and mixed. 200ul of isopropanol was then added and incubated for 10 minutes 

at room temperature. The samples were then spun at 12,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. 

The pellet was washed with 200ul of 70% Ethanol and then spun at 7,500 x g for 5 
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minutes at 4°C. The pellet was allowed to air dry before suspending it in 20ul DEPC-

treated water. The RNA was then treated with TURBO DNA-free kit (Life Sciences) 

following the user guide protocols. 

Using this RNA as a template, a Sensifast cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bioline #65053) 

was used to make cDNA. 15ul of the RNA isolated was added to 4ul of 5x Buffer (from 

kit) and 1ul RT polymerase (from kit). The product’s protocols were followed to produce 

the cDNA in a thermocycler. 

 

cyclin RNAi preparation 

 RNAi was produced as originally published (Foley and O’Farrell, 2004). Primers 

were designed to amplify a 250 - 800 bp region of cyclin A, B and B3 transcripts (using 

www.Flybase.org). An adapter sequence (GGGCGGGT) was added to the 5’ end of each 

forward and reserve primer (see below for primer sequences). A first round of PCR was 

performed using embryonic cDNA made from mRNA isolated from embryos aged to 2 

hours after deposition, prepared as described above. Products were checked for correct 

size via agarose gel electrophoresis. Another round of PCR was performed using 

universal T7 primers (see below for sequence) which would recognize the adapter 

sequence of the original primers and add the T7 promoter sequence. Products were 

checked for correct size via agarose gel electrophoresis. dsRNA was then in vitro 

transcribed using the RiboMAX large scale RNA production kit (Promega #1300). 6 ul of 

rNTPs (from kit), 4ul of 5x Transcription Buffer (from kit), and 2 ul of T7 RNA 

polymerase (from kit) was added to 8 ul of each PCR product. Reactions were incubated 

for 6 hours at 37°C. 1ul of RQ1 DNase and incubated for 15 minutes. Each reaction was 
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diluted with 60ul RNAse-free water. RNA was precipitated by adding 8ul of Na-Acetate 

and 220ul of 100% Ethanol. This mixture was incubated on ice for 5 minutes and then 

spun at full speed for 10 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was washed with 500ul 70% Ethanol 

and then spun at full speed for 10 minutes at 4°C again. The pellet was then air dried and 

suspended in 100ul of RNAse-free water. The RNA was annealed by incubating the tubes 

at 65°C  for 30 minutes and then allowing the water bath and tubes to cool to room 

temperature slowly. dsRNA was then analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.    

  

CyclinA F: GGGCGGGTTACAATTGCAAGCAGAAA 

CyclinA R: GGGCGGGTGGAGTTCACAGAACATTT 

CyclinB F: GGGCGGGTCTACAACAAGTACCAGG 

CyclinB R: GGGCGGGTTAATTCTTGGAGAGACAA 

CyclinB3 F: GGGCGGGTCGCCATGGATATATTCAA 

CyclinB3 R: GGGCGGGTGAACGAAATATTGGCGT 

Universal T7: TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGACCACGGGCGGGT 

 

Anillin visualization 

Embryos from H2AvD-mRFP; Da-gal4, UASp-YFP-Anillin/MKRS flies were 

collected on grape juice agar plates and prepared as described above. Embryos were first 

visualized from surface view to confirm what cell cycle they were in. Imaging via saginal 

optical sections was used to monitor cellularization. 
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gastrulation visualization 

Embryos from H2AvD-GFP flies were collected, injected, and monitored via 

microscopy as described above. Injected and control embryos were imaged once per 

minute for the duration of each movie made. Times for different MBT events were 

aligned to completion of mitosis 11. 

 

DIG-labeled probe production 

Primers were designed to recognize approximately 200 bp regions of odd skipped 

transcript sequence (using www.Flybase.org; see primer sequences below). A first round 

of standard PCR using Velocity Taq Polymerase (Bioline) was performed using 

embryonic cDNA collected from a large number of embryos aged to 2-3 hours after egg 

deposition, as described above. Products were checked for correct size by agarose gel 

electrophoresis. These PCR products were used as template for the next round of PCR. 

The PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit (Roche) was used to make DIG-labeled probes. For a 

20ul reaction, each reaction included 11.98ul water, 0.6ul DMSO, 4ul buffer (from kit), 

1ul dNTP mix (from kit), 1ul DIG dNTP mix (from kit), 0.5ul template cDNA, 0.8ul 

reverse (R) primer, and 0.12ul Velocity Taq Polymerase. These second round products 

were precipitate using standard methods and quantified using a NanoDrop. 

 

Odd1 F: GATACAAGTGCTAAGCCAAAGT 

Odd1 R: CCTTGATCACTATGAAATCCTC 

Odd2 F: GATGAAAAATCCAATGAAAAGT 

Odd2 R: TGGGCTACTACGACTATAAGGT 
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Odd3 F: AAAGTCAAATAGCAGAGGAAAA 

Odd3 R: TGGGCTACTACGACTATAAGGT 

Odd4 F: ATGAGCAGATAGATTGAAGGAC 

Odd4 R: ATTGGGATCTGCTACATAGAAC0 

Tribbles1 F: TATGCCTGACTTATACCAACTC 

Tribbles1 R: CAATGTTACCCACAACGACG 

Tribbles2 F: TGCAATCGAATCACCAATAGG 

Tribbles2 R: AGCTACAAAGCTAATACACC 

Tribbles3 F: AATTGCCATTCAGTGAGCAAG 

Tribbles3 R: TGTGGCAATTTCTAGCTTCC 

 

in situ hybridization  

Embryos from Sevelin flies were collected and dechorionated as described above. 

Arrested samples for in situs were collected two different ways. With the first, larger 

batches of embryos were collected in short windows of time (10 – 15 minutes), aged, 

aligned and transferred to a microscope slide, injected, and then aged again for 1 to 1.5 

hours. These embryos were then washed off the glue on the microscope slide using 

heptane. The embryos were then fixed in a combo of 5% formaldehyde solution and 

heptanes in 1.5 mL microfuge tubes for 15 minutes. After fixation, embryos were washed 

with 1X PBS and de-vitellinized by hand using a tungsten needle. The embryos were 

transferred and stored in methanol until ready for use in in situ hybridization. For the 

second method, embryos were collected and aged as before, but transferred to a coverslip 

and taped to a custom-made holder. After desiccation and injection, embryos were 
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monitored on a spinning disc confocal using Volocity software. After allowing these 

embryos to age for appropriate amounts of time, embryos of known cell cycle arrest and 

aging duration were removed from the glue using a tungsten needle and transferred to 

heptane. Removal of the correct embryo was confirmed by dissecting microscope. The 

embryos were then fixed ad de-vitellinized by hand as described above. 

Embryos ready for in situ hybridization were gradually rehydrated through a 

methanol series into PTX (0.1% Triton-X in 1X PBS). Embryos were then post-fixed in 

7% formaldehyde for 20 minutes and then washed for 5 minutes, 4 times in PTX. A 1:1 

mixture of hybridization buffer (5 mL Deionized Formamide, 2.5 mL 20X SSC, 100 ul 

10mg/mL tRNA, 40 ul 10mg/mL heparin, 10ul Tween20, and 2.34 mL water) and PTX 

was added to embryos for 10 minutes at 48°C. After that, hybridization buffer was added 

to the embryos for 10 minutes at 48°C. Fresh hybridization buffer was then added and the 

embryos were incubated at 48°C for 1 hour. DIG-labeled probes (5 ng/ul) were incubated 

at 95°C for 10 minutes and then place on ice. Once the embryos had incubated for 1 hour 

at 48°C, the hybridization buffer was removed and the probes were added. The embryos 

were then incubated overnight at 48°C. After the overnight incubation, the probes were 

removed for re-use. The embryos were washed with pre-warmed hybridization for 20 

minutes, then with a pre-warmed 1:1 mixture of PTX and hybridization buffer for 20 

minutes, then pre-warmed PTX 3 times for 20 minutes. The embryos were then blocked 

with 10% Normal Donkey Serum (NDS; Jackson Labs) in PTX for 1 hour at room 

temperature. Sheep anti-DIG-alkaline phosphatase fab fragments (Roche; 1:500) were 

then added to the embryos in 10% NDS in PTX for 1 hour at room temperature, rocking. 

Embryos were rinsed 5 times for 10 minutes each with PTX. Embryos were then rinsed 
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with Rinse Solution (1 mL 1M NaCl, 500ul 1M MgCl2, 1 mL Tris pH 9.5, 10ul Tween20, 

7.5 mL water) twice for 2 minutes. NBT/BCIP Stock Solution (Roche) in Rinse Solution 

(1:100) was then added to the embryos for 10 to 30 minutes. The embryos were rinsed 

with PTX 5 times 5 minutes each, stained with Hoechst (Molecular Probes; 1:1000) in 

PTX, rinsed again with PTX 5 times 1 minute each, and then transferred to a microscope 

slide to be visualized. 

 

single embryo qPCR analysis 

cDNA was made from RNA collected from single, staged embryos as described 

above. This cDNA was then used as a template for triplicate reactions of odd, salm, frs, 

and Btub56D using a Sensifast SYBR Lo-Rox kit (Bioline). A Stratagene MX3000 was 

used to perform the qPCR. Expression levels for each gene was normalized to Btub56D 

and relative expression levels of each gene was then calculated in Microsoft Excel.  

 

Odd1 F: GATACAAGTGCTAAGCCAAAGT 

Odd1 R: CCTTGATCACTATGAAATCCTC 

Salm3 F: AAATATGGCATTGTCAAACAG 

Salm3 R: GGTATGCTCTGCTCTGAAGT 

Frs3 F: AGCAAATCAGCAACGTCAAGC 

Frs3 R: GGAATACTTCTTGCTGTCCAGG 

Btub56D1 F: GTTGTTGTTCGACTGCTATAAG 

Btub56D1 R: GACGCCTCATTGTAGTACAC 
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Engrailed visualization 

Embryos were staged, injected, collected, and fixed as described above. Once the 

embryos were de-vitellinized by hand, they were transferred to PTX. The embryo was 

blocked in 1% BSA for 1 hour. Embryos were then incubated with rabbit anti-Engrailed 

(1:1000) for 2 hours at room temperature. Embryos were rinsed with 5 times with PTX, 

10 minutes each. Embryos were then incubated with goat anti-rabbit conjugated to 

Alexa546 (1:1000) for 1 hour at room temperature. Embryos were rinsed 5 times with 

PTX, 10 minutes each. Embryos were stained with Hoechst (Molecular Probes; 1:1000 in 

PTX) for 1 minute and rinsed with PTX 5 times for 2 minutes. Embryos were then 

transferred to a microscope slide to be visualized. 

 

tribbles in situ hybridization 

Embryos were staged, injected, collected, and fixed as described above for 

specific cell cycle arrests. DIG-labeled probes were designed as described above, but 

directed to the intron of the tribbles gene. Embryos were then prepared for in situ 

hybridization as described above, only a sheep anti-DIG-HRP antibody (Roche) was 

used. A Tyramide Amplification Kit (Life Technologies #T-20913) was used with 

provided instructions to develop the signal. Embryos were stained with Hoechst (1:1000 

in PTX) for 1 minute, washed with PTX 5 times for 2 minutes, and transferred to a 

microscope slide to be visualized. 
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Twine protein and western blots 

Embryos were staged, injected, and collected as described above. Embryos of 

interest were removed from the coverslip using a tungsten needle and transferred to a 1:1 

mixture of heptanes and methanol in a PCR tube. The tube was shaken and kept on ice 

until ready to proceed. The embryo was then transferred to a new PCR tube with glass 

beads and 20 ul of 2X SDS sample buffer was added. Each tube was vortexed for 8 

seconds and then boiled for 8 minutes. After boiling, the sample was transferred to a 

larger tube by using a needle to poke a hole in the bottom and centrifuging the PCR tube 

in the larger tube for a short amount of time. 10 ul of each sample was then loaded into a 

Mini-PROTEAN TGX precast gel (BioRad) and it was run for 1 hour at 200 V. The gel 

was transferred to a membrane for 1.5 hours at 80V in the cold room. The blot was then 

blocked for 1 hour using 3% milk in PBST and incubated with rabbit anti-Twine (1:1000) 

overnight. The primary mixture was poured off and then incubated with donkey-anti 

rabbit-HRP (Jackson Labs; 1:10,000) for 1 hour at room temperature. The blot was then 

visualized using SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate 

(ThermoScientific #34095) and Phenix Premium X-Ray Film. 
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